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TEXT

COLORADO OADC

State level government agency; 22 diverse judicial districts.  At the beginning of this process there were 623 contractors including attorneys, investigators, social 
workers, paralegals and other professionals (389 attorneys as of 9/15/2016 - 92 attorneys taking juvenile cases). 



INFORMATION GATHERING

This is a necessary step before making huge changes.  In 2014 (HB14-1032) the OADC received funding for a juvenile defense coordinator.  The coordinator held 
meetings around the state about the evolution of juvenile defense, explaining expectations moving forward.  The coordinator involved an appellate attorney for fluid 
referrals of appeals and appellate issues; encouraged use of social workers and investigators, and provided technical assistance.  Gathered data: numbers of cases per 
jurisdiction, per attorney as well as types of cases.  Monitoring serious cases, including transfer and direct file cases.



BUILD UP

Three years of buildup: NJDC Assessment, Colorado Legislation, Juvenile Defense Coordinator added to OADC (evaluations, observations, research, training). And 
then…Stacie went to a NAPD leadership conference



NAPD LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE



THE IDEA
MARCH 2016



THE PLAN



Goals: increase the quality of juvenile defense; make juvenile defense a specialty; increase accountability for implementing the NJDC Standards; BETTER OUTCOMES 
FOR CLIENTS



Strategy: assess needs in each jurisdiction; figure out who should be doing this work (who has BOTH strong litigation skills AND strong juvenile-specific skills - 
communication, knowledge of adolescent development, juvenile specific legal standards, etc.); create a plan to use only the people who should be doing this work to 
cover the entire state



IMPLEMENTATION: 
PHASE 1

MAY - AUGUST 2016





INITIAL SCREENING

Application; Writing Sample; Continuing Legal Education; Breakdown of legal practice; Resume!; Description of cases; Why do you want to be a juvenile defender and 
what makes you an excellent juvenile defender



TEXT

INTERVIEW PREP

A second, closer review of application materials; Review of contractor File (judicial reviews, observation reviews, info about prior issues or praise); Review of minute 
orders; Review of billing records; Review of caseload over time 



INTERVIEWS

In person except for rare circumstances.  We sought help from experts.

Exercise #1, sent 2 days in advance testing for knowledge of sentencing options, defenses, suppression issues, incorporation of adolescent development research and 
creating a team

Exercise #2, a mock detention hearing argument based on an exercise given at the beginning of the interview - this really got at the heart of best interests representation 
v. expressed interest representation  

What does holistic representation mean to you; What is your ideal defense team and what is each individual’s role; What is the nature of your relationship - frequency of 
visits, nature of visits; Tell me about your writing sample - what’s the background; Let’s talk about these red flag issues… 



FORMING THE DIVISION

Again, the assistance of experts.  Strong litigation skills and knowledge of law (correctly advised client, identified issues and applied law appropriately, appropriate 
incorporation of investigator, social worker and other experts); Strong juvenile-specific skills; knowledge of adolescent development; understanding of expressed interest 
representation.



THE OADC JUVENILE DIVISION

54 attorneys in regular rotations throughout the state (68 total down from 93);14 additional attorneys available for appointment to complex cases; A system for coverage 
where neighboring jurisdictions cover for each other, alleviating the need for several back-ups in each jurisdiction

Designated appellate attorneys; One attorney dedicated to SPED issues; mental health specialist; continuing to work on specialization and pairing people with 
researchers 



A Contract Addendum to the general OADC contract: I will practice according to the NJDC National Juvenile Defense Standards; I will do at least 5 hours of juvenile 
defense specific CLE’s per year; I will incorporate social workers, investigators, and the SPED consultant when appropriate; I will see my clients regularly and in person 
and within 2 days of appointment; I will maintain a caseload that allows me to provide high level representation

One, two and three year terms.  In some instances, the stipulation that he/she be paired with a mentor to assist with cases.  Contracts can be terminated at any time; 
also the contract does not guarantee that any cases will be assigned to an individual.



THE TAKEAWAY



THIS PROCESS WAS NOT FUN

We had to cut or reassign people who had been doing this work for years, sometimes decades, that we really like; There’s no way we didn’t make mistakes in who we 
chose; Other stakeholders are skeptical; We aren’t sure it’s going to work



TRAINING NEEDS

Best interests v. expressed interests is really hard for most juvenile defenders 

Certain laws are being interpreted very differently in different parts of the state 

Juvenile defense is becoming more zealous, but has a long way to go (motions! appeals! trials!)



RURAL AND REMOTE JURISDICTIONS

We need to physically go to them with trainings.

We need to empower people to go the extra mile to specialize even though they only get a few cases a year.  

We need to do a better job of getting them resources (social workers, investigators, etc.)  



IMPLEMENTATION: 
PHASE II



MOVING FORWARD

Targeted Recruitment and Training in Rural Areas; cultivating a Team Mentality; Accountability: Observation, Reviews; SPED Program; Fostering Leaders (we thought we 
were going to start there and realized it was premature); centralized information sharing - point person connecting people with information and resources to address 
particular issues: central focus for creativity  



THE GOOD PART

▸So much HOPE for positive change, and 
better results for our clients 

▸The passion, commitment and excitement of 
our attorneys



THE KIDS 
DESERVE BETTER, 
SO WE HAD TO 
TRY TO MAKE 
MEANINGFUL 
CHANGE. 


